I was told by the interpreter on Sorenson that they aren't allowed to tell us whether the caller is calling someone that is unknown to the caller and receiver if they are female or male when the deaf person is calling to a number or receiving a number when the deaf caller asks the interpreter if the other end is male or female or male and the interpreter says that they can't tell the deaf caller the answer if the other end is female or male.....that doesn't make any sense because if we are hearing, we would have identified the voice that would tell us whether the other end is female or male while we don't have the same right. Often I'd ask if the other end is female or male and the interpreter would say, sorry we aren't allowed to tell you that. It doesn't make any sense since the interpreter is our ear so therefore we have the right to know who I'm talking to, a female or a male. Interpreters are our ears so therefore if we want to know who I'm talking to....we have the right to know....